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Cloud Security: 3 Commonly Held Misconceptions
When it comes to storing and accessing data in the cloud, there are three common preconceptions about the level of 
security offered (or, conversely, lacking).

Myth #1: Security and convenience work against each other

One of the most pervasive views of the cloud is that it represents an inherent trade-off between security and 
convenience. While this argument is certainly made by critics of cloud-based solutions, in many cases it's also 
unintentionally perpetuated by the very people trying to promote the cloud. 

Myth #2: Cloud-based solutions are only good for non-critical functions

Another commonly held view is that while the cloud may be fine for non-critical functionality, sensitive data is best 
handled in-house. This argument for keeping critical functions on-premise is that the risks of trusting cloud security 
outweigh the benefits when it comes to confidential data. However, modern day cloud security must scale and react faster 
than traditional systems.

Myth #3: Cloud vendors are solely responsible for security

Even among those who believe cloud-based options are as secure as (or more) than on-premise solutions, many 
companies believe that when they obtain cloud infrastructure services, they can leave their security concerns entirely in 
the hands of the vendor and abdicate any, and all, responsibility.

The Truth: 4 Benefits of Cloud Security
In reality, cloud-based infrastructure can match and, in some cases, surpass the security of on-site data centers. 

Benefit #1: Automation

One of the main issues with security is the human element. Amazon learned this the hard way in early 2017 when an 
outage caused widespread downtime across the Internet, resulting in an estimated $150 million in losses for S&P 500 
companies. Yet another estimate said 54 of the top Internet retailers experienced website slowdowns of 20% or more. 
Potentially more disturbing than this result was the cause of the issue:

"An authorized S3 team member using an established playbook executed a command which was intended to remove a 
small number of servers for one of the S3 subsystems that is used by the S3 billing process," Amazon wrote in a 
company blog post. "Unfortunately, one of the inputs to the command was entered incorrectly and a larger set of servers 
was removed than intended." 

Due to the economies of scale that influence and shape a cloud provider’s business, many providers will increase 
reliance on automation, which helps minimize issues due to human error. 

In 2016, Dropbox made international news when 68 million accounts and passwords were leaked. 
Originally hacked in 2012, the stolen information was eventually posted for sale on the dark Web for 
the price of two bitcoins, equivalent to about $1,141 at the time it was listed. Beyond the impact on 
Dropbox's reputation, the hack brought concerns about cloud security into focus.



Benefit #2: Faster Updates

The speed at which a cloud provider can roll out updates is also a factor closely-related to stronger overall security. Once 
more, economies of scale improve a cloud provider's ability to keep servers, software and services up-to-date. Because 
cloud providers supply services to hundreds (or thousands) of customers, they use automated tools to roll out software 
updates, virus definition patches, and anti-malware fixes. This means security updates can often be implemented much 
faster than in on-premise data centers.

Benefit #3: Security By Design

Another significant factor that allows the security of cloud solutions to meet or exceed that of on-site operations is how 
security is built into the fundamental design of cloud-based services. 

Cloud-based infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) was envisioned, designed and implemented at a point in the internet's 
existence when strong security and encryption were already an expected fact of digital life. Because cloud services, by 
their very nature, involve transferring vast amounts of information via the internet, responsible cloud providers have 
security and encryption methods in place at every step of the process—something that cannot always be said for 
companies relying on on-site proximity to serve as a security measure.

Benefit #4: Security Through Distance

One of the most convincing arguments often heard against cloud-based infrastructures is the inherent security provided 
by maintaining physical access to sensitive data.

In reality, removing physical access to a company's data may be the best security measure a company can take. 
According to CNBC, Verizon's 2015 Data Breach Investigations Report showed that some 50 percent of security incidents 
were actually inside jobs. Of those events, 20 percent were considered potentially malicious, where an employee could 
have been stealing data.

In contrast, cloud providers offer a number of safeguards to prevent this kind of attack. Due to the large number of clients 
they serve, cloud providers often deploy software designed to automatically recognize patterns that may indicate 
malicious activity, allowing them to quickly triage the situation. In addition, cloud providers can provide data redundancy 
and regional diversity that an on-site data center sometimes cannot offer. With cloud infrastructure, a company's data is 
not only backed up on different servers, but those servers are often in different parts of the world, ensuring redundancy 
and uptime in the event of a natural or man-made disaster. 

Cloud Security: A Shared Responsibility
The idea that on-premise data centers offer a level of security that cloud providers cannot match is a common 
misconception. That said, it would be a mistake to assume that cloud providers are solely responsible for the security of a 
company's data and operations once it becomes a client.

In the Network World opinion piece mentioned previously, Rand Wacker, VP of Products at CloudPassage, wrote a 
counterpoint to Daniel Ayoub’s criticism of cloud security, "In adopting cloud computing models, operational thinking and 
risk management will shift from a belief that 'we must control everything' to a model of shared responsibility between the 
buyer and their service providers."

As companies realize the clear security advantages of cloud-based solutions, they will increasingly benefit from the robust 
options cloud providers can offer.
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The Outscale Difference
Performance
We allow you to customize 
your servers to best fit your 
needs. When it comes to 
building a Cloud computing 
infrastructure that meets 
your performance demands, 
we stand alone.

Scalability
Consider Outscale your 
tailor-made Cloud Solution: 
an automated and scalable 
Cloud, designed to support 
your most complex IT 
projects, and control your 
operational costs.

Security
We offer a powerful and 
highly secure Cloud that 
meets the highest 
standards of security, 
reliability and technical 
redundancy, at no 
additional cost.
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